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Box 1, Tape 1 
 

 
In this interview, Vera Mironova, a life-long citizen of the city of Kiev in the Ukraine (born 
April 10, 1924), talks about her experiences with German occupation forces during World War 
II. She describes the attitudes of locals toward the Germans, types of work performed during the 
war, and multiple mass shootings and arrests of Jews. She focuses on labor practices, Jewish 
reactions to occupation, and collaboration with Germans among the locals. She also gives 
multiple eye-witness accounts of summary executions.  
 
 
[01:] 00:30:25 – [01:] 08:54:00 
 
She introduces herself, states the date, 1924 and place, Kiev, Ukraine, of her birth; talks about 
her origins, and her family; begins by discussing the beginning of war, her family situation, and 
her neighborhood; talks about hiding in basements; mentions her neighbor Yosya [Iosya, Iosia, 
Josya] who lived through World War I as a little boy and who helped them to form expectations 
about the Germans; talks about the arrival of Germans, tells about the shooting of Yosya, and the 
reactions of neighbors to his shooting; describes the street and the location of houses, feeling of 
community; describes the announcement that Jews must gather with all their warm clothing and 
valuables; mentions that many people expected that the Jews would be sent to Palestine; talks 
about the initial willingness of Jews to go to the place of gathering, Babi Yar; talks about the 
Jews’ reaction upon realizing the danger they were in; explains that the mass shootings took 
place at Babi Yar. 
 
[01:] 08:54:01 – [01:] 17:41:09 
 
She tells the story about a Jewish family that did not go to the gathering place; [does not finish 
the story]; explains about the trains filled with Russians that were sent to Germany; explains that 
the first one was voluntary but that later the transports were forced; talks about her work on the 
Kievo-Moskovskaya Zheleznaya Doroga Railroad; mentions her fear of being sent to Germany 
as a forced laborer; describes the work; describes a Russian woman who was married to a Jew 
named Klava in charge of overseeing them; talks about Klava’s attitude toward the workers and 
her subsequent arrest; continues talking about Klava and her son Vova, who was left an orphan 
and was then adopted by Vera Mironova [?]; talks about the explanations the Germans gave for 
Klava’s arrest as a resistance fighter and the subsequent rumors that Kievo-Moskovskii region 
was connected to resistance movement; describes Kievo-Moskovkskii region and its location. 
 
[01:] 17:41:10 – [01:] 28:03:10 
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She finishes the story about the Jewish family; talks about their arrest and how it was suspected 
that their neighbors had betrayed them; describes the shooting of this family—its organization, 
execution, and the reaction of the crowd; explains that one of the witnesses suffered a stroke 
during the shooting; [in response to a question] clarifies some of her statements about the 
shooting and about the executed family; describes the awards that the Germans offered to people 
who would inform them where a Jewish family was hiding. 
 
[01:] 28:03:11 – [01:] 41:00:23 
 
She tells a story of when she was offered to give away Jews for a reward by the Germans; 
explains the method of communication with Germans; begins talking about collaborators, and 
their work for Germans; mentions how Germans looked for rich Jews and their belongings; [in 
response to a question], explains the rumors about Palestine; returns to the topic of forced drafts 
to work in Germany at the bazaars and in the chocolate factory, explains that her job was the 
reason she could not be drafted; recalls the story of her near escape; [in response to a question], 
returns to the story of her neighbor Yosya, and gives the details of his character and his shooting; 
recalls another story of her elderly neighbors who were shot because their son was suspected of 
being a resistance fighter.   
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